
Me, Myself & I 

Romans 12:2 “And be not conformed to this world but be ye transformed by 

the renewing of your mind, that ye may prove [demonstrate] what is that good, 

and acceptable, and perfect, will of God.” 

II Corinthians 5:17 “If any man be in Christ, he is a new creature old things 

have passed away and behold all things become new.” 

The Mind, the memories, the past, the past mistakes the past hurts and results 

of choices we made.  It would be so much easier if when we came to Christ, 

there was not only a chair waiting for the lost soul but that the PMT 

[Professional Ministry Technicians] well you call them ushers that were waiting 

to take one in would also have an eraser.  He or she could place the eraser to 

your head and help you forget all the decisions of the past and erase the pains 

that come with bad choices then we could really believe that all things have 

become new.   

Trying to move ahead, over and around the past isn’t easy.  There is always 

something reminding you of the past, the mistakes in it.  And while we know 

that people will be people, what about when you are that person, when you are 

the one reminding yourself of the things you have done, feeling unable to get 

over, around the things of the past.  At this point your mind which holds 

memories has become a weapon.  The Bible teaches us in Isaiah 54:17 “No 

weapon formed against you shall prosper and every tongue that shall rise 

against thee in judgment shall be condemn. This is the heritage of the servants of 

the Lord, and their righteousness is of me, saith the Lord.”  Well that covers our 

enemies, but what happens when we become our own enemy.  When things 

formed in us begin to work against us!  The scripture says no weapon formed 

against you but you can develop and birth weapons in you and at that point 

you and the weapon are inseparable so you are destroyed from the inside out.   

It’s no wonder that Ephesians 6:17 says “And take the helmet of salvation, and 

the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God:” The mind is a battleground 

for the enemy and the woman trying to get her life together, to overcome, 

recover and move forward has a hard time doing so when she is unable to 

forgive herself from the past.  Its’ like trying to move forward carrying a large 

boulder and although her mouth will say she is good and deserves better 

ultimately her actions will create a sabotage attack on anything good in her life 

due to guilt.  It’s the danger of a conforming mind.  Do you know that many 

people go to church looking for a preacher to fuss and talk down to them so 



that their conscious can be eased?  Did you know that?  It’s true.  For some the 

guilt of the past weighs so heavily that unless there is fussing from the pulpit 

they don’t feel as though they have had church or heard from God.  It’s the 

mind which wants to keep one in a state of perpetual punishment especially 

when she compares herself and life to what she was taught or how she was 

raised.  Don’t even start to compare to her mother, grandmother or any other 

woman to which one holds in high standards; doing so further reminds her of 

just how bad she is and that she isn’t worthy of good.  The worst part of this 

scenario is that a woman scorned and mad at herself is an unproductive 

woman.  Noticed I never said she was lazy or inactive, I said unproductive.  We 

are trained to exist, to care for, support, be there, guide, give, develop, build, 

invest and promote others while ignoring ourselves; it’s what we do.   However 

we tend to misuse and abuse ourselves and eventually despite all our efforts we 

become self-haters and that hatred shows in our physically bodies, emotions 

and even socially as we will become withdrawn.  Despair like this; makeup, 

makeovers, new clothes, jewelry, men none of these things can replace how one 

feels about herself. 

Help?!!!!!!!!!!!! 

1.  Have you been doing?  Get in the mirror and say: Psalms 139:14  “I 

will praise thee; for I am fearfully and wonderfully made: marvelous 

are thy works; and that my soul knoweth right well.” 

2. Forgive yourself.  For every bad relationship, forgive yourself and take 

a minute to write down what you got out of it and what you learned 

from it.  For every bad life altering choice you made, write it and then 

write what you learned from it; For every bad financial decision which 

you felt would break you; write it down see what you learned from it 

and forgive yourself.  

3. Realize not forgiving yourself makes you better or that you know more 

than God, He forgave you BEFORE YOU DID IT, and then when you 

confessed He forgave you again, so forgive you! 

4. Until you feel it, tell yourself every day, I am forgiven for that. 

5. Start living . Get out, find new groups, read, redirect your energy so 

you can rebuilding yourself! 

6. Take time for YOU!  Yes become selfish, it is ignorant to think you 

don’t need private time and that you never get tired, again you are not 

God!  God doesn’t sleep or need breaks but WE DO.  Jesus even took 

time to Hisself. 



7. Began to encourage yourself by writing in these journals the good in 

you!  Yes remember you do have good qualities, write them.  It is easy 

to know the bad about oneself you should know the good! 

The past is good it bought experience and life’s experiences are lessons you 

don’t forget but they aren’t meant to be the end of us!  Breaking a conforming 

mind means forgiving yourself so you can stop being your own worst enemy. 

 


